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Despite the coming of fall, the onset of the holidays and a major family vacation, the 4th quarter of 2014

was very busy for this Zone Rep with PCA activities.

October started out with a two-fer trip to Southern Arizona Region. That Saturday morning they were

holding a well-attended Concours Judging School, as they were ramping up for the road trip to neighbor

Arizona Region’s multi-region Concours. That evening they took advantage of the beautiful fall weather

by hosting an Oktoberfest party – complete with brats and beer! (And one or two members dressed in

traditional German outfits.)

Next week it was off to Las Vegas Region for the return of their annual Gimmick Rally. This event taxed

your knowledge of local history while showing you back roads and backwoods towns of the Nevadan

desert.

Following suit, a week later, California Inland Region hosted a Photo Rally followed by a pizza party

lunch. While TSD Rallies are waning in Zone 8 – the various types of gimmick rallies are running strong!

The fourth weekend of the month found me on a Riverside Region driving tour. Riverside borders my

home region, San Diego, and interestingly enough, I found myself on a tour through my region’s

backyard, that was hosted by a different region! All was good, however, as I’d been too busy to do this

with San Diego, so it was a good thing. After lunch we stopped at a local camel ranch - not something

you do every day.

The last weekend in October was spent in Phoenix at the annual Arizona Region Phoenix Flight. This was

number 37; 37 years of this annual event. It consists of a Welcome Party on Friday, a Concours and a

banquet on Saturday and a driving tour on Sunday. The Concours was once again held on the grounds

of and during the cities famous Polo matches, which made for an interesting show: Horses and

Horsepower.

Saturday, Nov 1, started out with attending a monthly breakfast hosted by Riverside Region, followed by

a quick jaunt over to the track in Fontana for a Grand Prix Region DE.

The next day it was time to pack for that big family vacation. Three weeks later I got off the plane with

only enough time to exchange dirty clothes for clean as I headed up to Los Angeles for the PCA Preview

hosted by PCNA at the LA Autoshow, followed by Tech Tactics West that same weekend, which was then

followed by my fall Presidents’ Meeting. Finally getting back home to my own bed on Monday was truly

relaxing.

Seven of my regions have Holiday Parties in September. Because many of them fall on the same

weekends, it is not physically possible to attend them all; and one was on a weeknight, again not

possible due to work schedules and weekday traffic.

Even so I made four of them – Arizona Region and California Central Coast Region on one

Saturday/Sunday night pairing. The following Sunday I was able to make it to Santa Barbara region for

their brunch before hitting the road to Bakersfield for Golden Empire Region’s dinner party.

This wraps up another fantastic Zone 8 year! Stayed tuned, the fun begins anew in 2015!


